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Cerebral Hyperperfusion Syndrome is it an Underlying
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Abstract
Objective: Cerebral Hyperperfusion Syndrome (CHS) is a rare complication that most reported
after carotid endarterectomy, which to be an underlying complication of ventriculoperitoneal shunt
(V-P shunt) theoretically, has not been reported yet. Here we report a case that had clinical and
radiological proof of CHS after V-P shunt.
Methods: We reviewed clinical progress and imagings's of this patient in detail and consult some
relevant literatures. Then we put forward a novel hypothesis that a potential but rare complication
occurs after V-P shunt, which we provide relevant information to confirm.
Results: The recorded clinical progress and imaging's of the case highly supports the hypothesis that
the patient experienced cerebral hyperperfusion after the V-P shunt.
Conclusion: Physicians must be aware of CHS that a rare but potentially fatal complication
following V-P shunt.
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A 63-year-old woman was admitted January 2018 for progressive mental deterioration and
trouble walking within 3 months. Her medical history includes resection of left frontal lobe grade
III glioma, the surgery presented in March 2003. In July 2004, she was diagnosed hydrocephalus
and then went on ventriculoperitoneal shunt (V-P shunt); the tube was placed in the right lateral
ventricle (Figure 1A). Both two surgeries did not process in our hospital. During the past 14 years,
the patient irregularly went to our hospital for brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan, MRI
showed no significant changes on the size of bilateral ventricles and no recurrence of glioma. She
basically had the ability to independently carry out daily activities before this admission. Now she
was admitted to our hospital for progressive mental deterioration and trouble walking.
On physical examining, she was moving slowly, had correct verbal answer, sat in a wheelchair
and could not walk independently, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scored 15. Brain MRI showed
bilateral ventricles enlargement compared to the previous imaging's the reservoir of the right shunt
system was considered out of work so we decided to implement V-P shunt once again in another
side of the ventricle. The preoperative pressure of lumbar puncture was 80 mm H2O. The patient
went on left V-P shunt on Jan. 8, 2018, but was found confusion soon after the surgery, her GCS
score deteriorated to 10 (E3V2M5), which was not improved using low dose methylprednisolone.
Her Systolic Blood Pressure (sBP) monitored between 154 mmHg to 198 mmHg compared to 120
mmHg to 162 mmHg preoperatively. On postoperative day 6 (POD 6), the patient began to have
paroxysmal right hand and face twitch, seizures stopped after using diazepam. Brain CT and MRI
showed no intracranial hemorrhage (Figure 1B) or fresh cerebral infarction (Figure 1C). Treatment
with levetiracetam and valproate was initiated, but seizures still had not been fully controlled.
In the next few days, she was experienced five or six seizures daily and GCS score declined to 8
(E2V1M5). After we added clonazepam and carbamazepine to treat her on POD19, the patient had
no recurrence of seizures, but still in a coma state, GCS scored 7 (E1V1M5). At POD47, we found
a large hematoma beside the left occipital horn by reexamining brain CT (Figure 1H). Laboratory
studies showed normal coagulation function. The patient then received conservative treatment and
discharged. After three months follow-up, we reduced the antiepileptic drugs for the patient, and
she had no recurrence of epilepsy, but was still confused.
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the two synergistic mechanisms that contribute to pathophysiology
of CHS [9]. CHS is not only emerging after Carotid Artery Stenting
(CAS) and Carotid Endarterectomy (CEA), commonly seen after other
revascularization operations, like intracranial arterial percutaneous
angioplasty, intracranial-cranial bypass grafting, iv tPA treatment for
acute ischemic stroke etc [3,10,11]. Abnormal manifestations on MRI
include: white matter edema, focal infarction, localized or extensive
cerebral hemorrhage.
Bouri et al. [6] proposed four criteria for the diagnosis of CHS
after CEA in 2011: (1) occurred within 30 days post-CEA; (2) evidence
of cerebral hyperperfusion (supported by TCD, SPECT or CT/MRI
perfusion imaging) or sBP >180 mmHg; (3) clinical symptoms such
as new headache, epilepsy, hemiplegia, GCS <15, or presence of
images, such as cerebral edema or intracranial hemorrhage; (4) no
evidence of new cerebral ischemia, postoperative carotid occlusion,
metabolism, or drug-related factors. 6 Some scholars have suggested
that the current diagnosis of CHS is divided into two levels: cerebral
hemodynamic diagnostic criteria, clinical and imaging diagnostic
criteria [12]. In our case, the patient changed consciousness soon
after the surgery, POD6 appeared intractable focal seizures, CTA
showed that the significantly increased cerebral blood flow in the
operative hemisphere than the otherside (Figure 1E). Meanwhile
extensive gyral swelling was seen in the left hemisphere (Figure
1D) because of hyperperfusion that lead to vasogenic brain edema.
Cortical gyral enhancement in the operative hemisphere (Figure
1F) suggests reperfusion injury, which is said to be attributed to
breakdown of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [13]. Glioma recurrence
was also considered, but the enhancement disappeared later (Figure
1G), it may due to the improvement of the BBB. Finally ICH come
out before POD47 (Figure 1H). In conclusion, this patient is highly
pointing to the diagnose of CHS in the light of the existing evidences
of both clinical and radiological manifestations.

Figure 1: A): Preoperative brain CT demonstrated that a shunt tube placed
in the right lateral ventricle. B): (POD 1): Brain CT showed no intracranial
hemorrhage. C): (POD 1): There is no fresh cerebral infraction. D): (POD
8): Extensive gyral swelling in the left hemisphere especially in rear part on
T2-weighted MR. E): (POD 14): Brain CTA showed the apparently increased
cerebral blood flow in the left hemisphere as to the right. F): (POD 16):
Cortical gyral enhancement that involves the left hemisphere on coronal
gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted MR, but disappeared in G): (POD 29). H):
(POD 47): A large hematoma beside the left occipital horn flooding into left
ventricle was found by reexamining brain CT before the patient discharged.

Patients with severe hydrocephalus often have longer disease
course, highly dilated ventricles, atrophic parenchyma, and more
complicated conditions. In this patient, the bilateral cerebral
hemispheres may form their own pressures respectively as time
went on, making this operation equivalent to decompressing the
left hemisphere. However, her brain had a poor compliance to
adjust the Intracerebral Pressure (ICP) in a short time, which would
be compensated by increasing cerebral blood flows and then she
appeared a series symptoms of CHS.

Discussion
The incidence of epilepsy after V-P shunt is from 4.5% to 6.0%
in adults [1,2]. Epilepsy after shunt can be secondary to intracranial
hemorrhage, infection, etc., or directly caused by the damage to the
brain parenchyma, leaving foreign body inside the skull, modifying
shunt tube, etc [3]. The vast majority of seizures occur several months
after the placement of tube, and there is no case reported during the
first two weeks after shunting by Dan and Wade [4]. In our case, the
epileptic seizure occurred in POD6 and exhibited intractable, which
we suspect relating to other factors.

We believe that for patient with poor basic condition and complex
intracranial situation, it is better to determine the intracranial
hemodynamics before the shunt operation, or to recognize the
possibility of CHS once seizure occurred after the surgery by closely
monitoring blood pressure and for evidence of hyperperfusion, then
effective treatments can be implemented and later improve patients’
prognosis. Postoperative BP control is fundamental in the prevention
and management of CHS [7].

By reviewing the case and literatures, we realized that our patient
may have close interaction with cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome
(CHS), which is a rare but extremely serious complication that occurs
after carotid endarterectomy (CEA). It was first reported by Sundt
et al. [5] postoperative headache, altered mental status, neurological
deficits, seizures are the several primary clinical manifestations.
Postoperative hypertension is one of the risk factors combines with
CHS [6,7]. The destruction of the ipsilateral Blood-Brain Barrier
(BBB) happens in the early stage of CHS, and the vascular damage
may further increase the risk of intracranial hemorrhage, which is
reported an uncommon complication of CHS and occurs in less than
1% of patient [8]. Patients with epilepsy after CHS initially present
with focal seizures in the contralateral of the surgical site, they
may develop a generalized tonic-clonic attack if not treat properly.
Impaired cerebral autoregulation and hypertension are said to be
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Limitations
We did not consider the problem of CHS during the treatment, so
it is regrettable that we do not detect intracerebral blood flow of the
patient by using TCD or CTP.

Conclusion
Here we report a patient experienced cerebral hyperperfusion
syndrome after V-P shunt. The recorded clinical progress and
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imaging's of the case highly supports the hypothesis that the
patient experienced cerebral hyperperfusion after the V-P shunt.
Early recognition and medical intervention of CHS are extremely
important, because the prognosis gets worse once intracerebral
hemorrhage happen. Physicians must be aware of this rare but
potentially fatal complication following V-P shunt in patients with
poor basic condition and complex intracranial situation.
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